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Before you watch 
A Look at the problems. Then look at the possible ways that engineers can solve the 

problems. Draw a line from the problem to the possible solution. 

Problems      Solutions 

1. traffic congestion    a. cheap and effective water purifiers 
2. not enough clean drinking water   b. new and useful chemicals and medicines 
3. unsafe buildings    c. “smart” plates in the roads that sense how 
4. cars that burn too much fuel       many cars are in line at each stoplight  
5. bacteria that’s resistant to antibiotics     d. electric cars  
        e. better, safer building materials  

 
While you watch 
A Watch the video. Check (✔) the topics that Sonia and Victor talk about. 

  better roadways  

  cheaper sources of fuel 

  clean water 

  colonies on Mars  

  engineering challenges   

  the environment  

  solar energy 

  the world’s population  

 

 

 

B Watch the video. Circle the correct option to complete the sentences. 

1. Sonia was listening to a report about ______. 
a. engineering challenges of today   
b. engineering challenges of the future 
c. engineering challenges of the past 

2. Victor assumes that the report Sonia listened to was talking about ______. 
a. building a colony in space  
b. building a colony under the sea  
c. building better cities 

3. Sonia mentions that it takes ______ to get to Mars. 
a. four months   b. several months  c. seven months 

 

 

 

 
Victor and Sonia 
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4. Victor assumes that engineers will be challenged to find ______. 
a. cheaper sources of fuel  
b. a way to make gasoline cheaper  
c. a way to make gasoline more expensive 

5. One of the energy challenges that Sonia heard was ______. 
a. finding a way to make wind energy work  
b. finding a way to make corn-based gas work  
c. finding a way to make solar energy economical 

6. There was one challenge that was surprising given ______. 
a. the environment  b. space exploration  c. the weather 

7. The need to find ways to provide access to clean water makes sense given that ______. 
a. some places got no rain last year  
b. oceans cover most of the earth’s surface  
c. the glaciers are melting 

8. According to the report Sonia listened to, one in six people ______. 
a. didn’t have a place to live  
b. didn’t have enough money for gas  
c. didn’t have access to clean water 

 
After you watch 
A Read the questions. Then, write responses. Use facts to support your opinions and 

thoughts. Try to use the expressions in the box. 

considering given (that / the fact that) in view of / in light of (the fact that) 

1. What do you think is the biggest challenge facing engineers today? 

   

   

   

2. What do you think about the clean-water concerns they talk about in the video? 

   

   

   

3. What do you think about engineers looking for new energy sources? 

   

   

   

 


